Drill: American Fanfare   Set: BEGIN AN AMERICAN FANFARE

BEGIN AN AMERICAN FANFARE
Drill: American Fanfare   Set: FANFARE, MEAS 10–15: 24 COUNTS

Set #6  Count: 64

PERC HOLD 24
WW HOLD 24
MAJ HOLD 4, FTL12
OTHERS SLIDE 4, RETURN 4, HOLD 16
(SAME AS BEFORE)
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GUARD SLIDE 4, RETURN 4
PERC HOLD 8
WW/BRASS SLIDE 4, RETURN 4
MAJ FTL8
Drill: American Fanfare  Set: FANFARE, MEAS 33–37: 18 COUNTS

Set #11  Count: 148
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Drill: American Fanfare   Set: FANFARE, MEAS 51–54: 14 COUNTS

Set #13  Count: 210

MAJ FTL 16, HOLD 28
BRASS MOV 16 IN 1/2 TIME, HOLD 28
OTHERS MOVE 16, HOLD 28
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Drill: American Fanfare  Set: FANFARE, MEAS 64–71: 32 COUNTS

Set #15  Count: 274

ALL MOVE 20, HOLD 12
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